Announcements

- Class Web Site:
  - You can find this link at the end of the main passport site
JS Program Template

- **Example:** TemplageJS.html
JavaScript (Dialog Boxes)

- We can perform input and output via dialog boxes.
- Input via `prompt`.
- Example: InputOutput.html
  - Notice we can define several variables at the same time.
  - `prompt` is a function that displays a dialog box with the specified title. It can be used to read any data.
  - You can read numbers and strings via prompt.
- `prompt` – returns a string.
- If you need to perform some mathematical computation you might need to explicitly convert the value read it into a number.
Strings

- You can use ‘ ‘ or “ “ for strings although we will use “ “ in this class.
- You can determine the number of characters in a string by accessing the length value.
  ```javascript
  var s = "Hello";
  var x = s.length;
  ```
- Some functions you can use with strings:
  - `toLowerCase()`
  - `toUpperCase()`
  - `substr(start, length)` - Copies segment of the source string beginning at start and continuing for length characters
Conversions

- In JavaScript you don’t specify the type of variables.
- Most of the time implicit transformations will take care of transforming a value to the expected one.
  
  Example:
  
  ```javascript
  var age = 10;
  var s = “John Age: “ + age; // age will be transformed into a string
  ```

- Sometimes you might need to explicitly transform a value.

- Mechanism to transform values:
  
  - **Converting number to string**
    ```javascript
    var stringValue = String(number);
    ```
  
  - **Converting string to number**
    ```javascript
    var number = Number(stringValue);
    var number = parseInt(stringValue);
    var number = parseFloat(stringValue);
    ```
  
  - **Shortcuts**
    ```javascript
    Subtract zero from a string to convert it into a number
    Add the empty string (””) to convert number into a string
    ```

- **Example**: Conversions1.html, Conversions2.html
Math Functions/Constants

- Some mathematical functions and constants you can use while working with numbers
  - `Math.abs()` – Absolute value
    - Example: `Math.abs(-10)`
  - `Math.max()` – Maximum of two values
    - Example: `Math.max(10, 20)`
  - `Math.sqrt()` – Square root
    - Example: `Math.sqrt(4)`
  - `Math.random()` – Random value between 0 and 1.
    - Example: `Math.random()`
  - Constants
    - `Math.PI` – Mathematical constant pi
Boolean Type

- We have seen integer, float, and string values
- New type: boolean type
- Assumes the value *true* or *false*
- Variable declaration and initialization
  var found = true;
  var attending = false;
JavaScript (Comparisons)

You can compare values by using the following operators.

- `!=` → Returns true if the values are different, false otherwise (Example: `x != y`)
- `===` → Return true if the values are equal, false otherwise (Example: `x === y`)
- `==` → Not as strict as the previous equality operator

**Relational Operators**

- `<` → Less than Returns true if left value is less than right value (Example: `x < y`)
- `>` → Greater than
- `<=` → Less than or equal
- `>=` → Greater than or equal

**Example:** Comparison1.html, Comparison2.html
JavaScript (If Statement)

- If statement – Control statement that allow us to make decisions.
- **First Form**
  
  ```javascript
  if (expression)
      statement // executed if expression is true
  ```

- **Example**: IfStm1.html

- **Second Form**
  
  ```javascript
  if (expression)
      statement1 // executed if expression is true
  else
      statement2 // executed if expression is false
  ```

- To execute more than one statement use a set of `{ }`
- **Example**: IfStm2.html
JavaScript (Logical Operators)

- Used with comparison operators to create more complex expressions.

- Operators
  - Logical and (&&) – expr1 && expr2
    - The whole expression is true if and only if both expressions are true otherwise is false.
    - **Example:** LogicalOp1.html
  - Logical or (||) – expr1 || expr2
    - The whole expression is false if and only if both expressions are false otherwise is true.
    - **Example:** LogicalOp2.html
  - Logical Not (!) – !expr
    - Inverts the boolean value of the expression
Precedence/Associativity

- Remember you can use parenthesis to impose a particular order for the evaluation of an expression
Cascaded If Statement Idiom

- You can combine if statements to handle different cases.
- This approach to organize if statements to handle different cases is called the **Cascaded If** Statement.
- Cascaded If statement general form

```javascript
If (expr1)
    // Statement is executed if expr1 is true
else if (expr2)
    // Statement is executed if expr2 is true
else if (expr3)
    // Statement is executed if expr3 is true
else
    // If none of the above expressions is true
```

- Notice it is not a JavaScript statement.
- Once one of the cases is executed no other case will be executed.
- You can use `{ }` to enclose more than one statement.
- **Example**: See CascadedIf.html
while Statement

- **while statement** – Control statement which allows JavaScript to repeat a set of statements.

- **Basic Form**

  ```javascript
  while (expression)
  
  statement  // executed as long as expression is true
  ```

- If you want to execute more than one statement then use a set of `{ }` to enclose the statements.

- You can have other types of statements (including whiles) in a while.

- **Example:** SqrtTable.html
Combination of Statements

- Keep in mind that you can have any combination of conditionals, and iteration (while) statements.

- For example:
  - Conditionals inside of loops.
  - Conditionals inside conditionals.
  - Loops inside conditionals.
  - Loops inside of loops.
Trace Tables

- Mechanism to keep track of values in a program
- Allows you to understand the program behavior
- We could create a trace table for SqrtTable.html
Infinite Loops

- An infinite loop occurs when the expression controlling the loop never becomes false.

- **Example 1**
  ```java
  int x = 30;
  while(x > 0)
      document.writeln("<li>Element</li>”);
  ```

- **Example 2**
  ```java
  int x = 7; // how about x = 8
  while (x != 0) {
      document.writeln("<li>Element</li>”);
      x=x - 2;
  }
  ```

- How can we detect infinite loops?
Programming Errors

- **Syntax Error:** (Compile-time error) The program violates the language’s grammar.
- **Semantic Error:** The program fails to accomplish what we want.
- **Debugging:** The process of finding and fixing errors. Extremely hard for large software systems. Tools for debugging:
  - Trace tables
  - Output statements
  - Debuggers
- **Analogy:**
  Taco tom ate. → Syntactically therefore semantically incorrect.
  A taco ate tom. → Syntactically correct however semantically incorrect.
  Tom ate a taco → Syntactically and semantically correct (what we want!)
Designing Using Pseudocode

- So far we have focused on the syntax and semantics.
- As the complexity of problems increases, you need a design strategy to solve such problems.
- Several alternatives exist to come up with a solution to a problem. A popular one is Pseudocode.

**Pseudocode:** English-like description of the set of steps required to solve a problem.

- When you write pseudocode, you focus on determining the steps necessary to solve a problem without worrying about JavaScript language syntax issues.
Pseudocode Example

*Pseudocode for finding the minimum value*

1. Read number of values to process (call this value \( n \))
2. Repeat the following steps until the \( n \) input values has been processed
   a. Read next value into \( x \)
   b. If \( (x \) is the first value read)
      
      \[
      \text{currentMinimum} = x
      \]
      
      else {
      
      if \( (x < \text{currentMinimum}) \)
      
      \[
      \text{currentMinimum} = x
      \]
      
      }
   c. Read next value into \( x \)
3. Print current\( \text{currentMinimum} \) value
Pseudocode Elements

- When writing pseudocode you need the following fundamentals constructs:
  - Input
  - Output
  - Assignments
  - Repetition Structures
  - Conditionals

- To help you with the design of pseudocode you can use the following syntax to represent the above constructs.
Pseudocode Elements

- Input
  variable = read()  
ed.g., x = read()

- Output
  print(variable)  
ed.g., print(x)

- Assignment
  x = <value>  
ed.g., x = 20, s = “Bob”

- Repetition
  while (expression) {
    stmts
  }
  OR  do {
    stmts
  } while (expression)

- Notice the above constructs look like JavaScript code but they are not JavaScript code.
Pseudocode Elements

Conditional (1)
if (expression) {
   stmts
}

Conditional (2)
if (expression) {
   stmts
} else {
   stmts
}

Conditional (3)
if (expression1) {
   stmts
} else if (expression2) {
   stmts
   ...
} else if (expressionN) {
   stmts
} else {
   stmts
}

• For comparisons use: ==, <, >, <=, >=
• Notice the above constructs look like JavaScript code but they are not JavaScript code
How Good Is Your Pseudocode

- Your code does not use language constructs that are particular to a programming language.

- Anyone receiving the pseudocode will not need to ask you questions in order to transform the pseudocode into code (no matter what is the target programming language)
Suggestions for Solving Problems Using a Programming Language

- **Pseudocode** - Make sure you have written pseudocode. Try to verify (e.g., trace tables) that your pseudocode is correct.

- **Do not wait until the last minute** – Code implementation could be unpredictable

- **Incremental code development** – Fundamental principle in computer programming. Write a little bit of code, and make sure it works before you move forward

- **Don’t make assumptions** – If you are not clear about a language construct write a little program to familiarize yourself with the construct

- **Good Indentation** – From the get-go use good indentation as it will allow you to understand your code better
Suggestions for Solving Problems Using a Programming Language

- **Good variable names** – Use good variable names from the get-to
- **Testing** – Test your code with simple cases first
- **Keep backups** – As you make significant progress in your development, make the appropriate backups
- **Trace your code**
- **Use a debugger**
- **Take breaks** – If you cannot find a bug take a break and come back later
do while Statement

- do while statement – Allows repetition of a set of statements.

- Basic Form
  
  ```
  do
  
  statement // executed as long as expression is true
  
  while (expression);
  ```

- Notice the semicolon after the expression parenthesis
- Executes the statement at least once
- If you want to execute more than one statement `{ }`
- **Example:** DoWhile.html
- Any type of statements (including do whiles) in a do while.
- alert – Used to generate a dialog box
- When to use a do while?
- When to use a while?
Introduction to Functions

- Function - An entity that completes a particular task for us.
- It can take values necessary to complete a particular task.
- It can return values.
- After completing a task it returns to the point after the call.
- Examples of JavaScript functions.
  - `document.writeln`
  - `alert()`
- You can define your own functions.
- **Example:** Function.html
Introduction to Functions

- General form of a function is:

  ```plaintext
  function name (<comma-separated list of parameters>)
  {
    statements
  }
  ```

- Functions are invoked by using the () operator.
- A function can receive values via parameters.
- Some functions may not return a value.
- Some functions may not take any parameters.
- There are other approaches to define functions.
main() Function

- The organization for code dealing with functions will be as specified in the following example.

  **Example:** MainFunction.html
JavaScript (Functions)

- Advantages of functions are:
  - Allows you factor out common code.
  - Allows you to reuse code.
  - Allows you to control the code complexity.

- While designing a solution to a problem you can divide a problem into sub-problems each represented by a function.
JavaScript Lint

- How it can help us?
- http://www.javascriptlint.com/online_lint.php
Firefox Error Console

- How it can help us?
- Access the console via:
  - Tools → Error Console
Introduction to Debugging

- How to debug your code?